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Mr. Lee (not an Oriental man) has been having some abdominal discomfort, so he is referred to
the Outpatient Clinic of the hospital. The video opens with a scene of Mr. Lee sitting on the
hospital bed, fully clothed, when Dr. Marc walks in and introduces himself. After a brief
discussion, Dr. Marc tells Mr. Lee to get undressed and change into the exam gown. While Dr.
Marc is gone, Mr. Lee undresses down to his white briefs and then puts on the hospital gown.
More waiting . . .
When Dr. Marc returns, he begins to conduct the preliminary physical assessment by taking Mr.
Lee's oral temperature. While the thermometer is registering, Dr. Marc also takes Mr. Lee's pulse
and blood pressure. Now Dr. Marc checks the thermometer and notices that the low temperature
of just 98 degrees is not satisfactory. Since Mr. Lee is having some abdominal discomfort. Dr.
Marc thinks it best to also take Mr. Lee's rectal temperature. Mr. Lee is not too happy about this,
but he rolls over on his stomach. Dr. Marc lowers Mr. Lee's briefs to his knees, lubricates the
rectal thermometer, and then inserts it into Mr. Lee's rectum --- and, of course, Mr. Lee expresses
his objection and "discomfort" with having his temperature taken rectally. While the
thermometer is registering, Dr. Marc removes Mr. Lee's briefs. When the thermometer has
registered, Dr. Marc removes it from Mr. Lee's rectum and notes the reading . . . indeed, it is
elevated, indicating that there must be some infection.
Having Mr. Lee sit up, Dr. Marc continues with his assessment by looking into his ears and nose,
and even making him gag when looking into his mouth with the tongue depressor. The he lowers
Mr. Lee's gown and uses the stethoscope to listen to Mr. Lee's chest, back, and abdomen. He has
Mr. Lee lie back on the bed to continue listening with the stethoscope and then palpate Mr. Lee's
abdomen. Putting on the exam gloves, and raising the gown to expose Mr. Lee's genitals, Dr.
Marc advises that he is going to conduct an examination of Mr. Lee's penis and testicles. Mr.
Lee really doesn't understand why this extensive examination is necessary and he reluctantly
cooperates as Dr. Marc continues his examination. Once Dr. Marc has finished examining Mr.
Lee's penis and testicles, he tells Mr. Lee that it is time for the rectal examination. This is really
upsetting to Mr. Lee but, realizing that he has no other choice, he does what Dr. Marc asks and
gets on his hands and knees. Dr. Marc does a deep and thorough digital probing before he
concludes the rectal examination.
With Mr. Lee rolled back over, having felt terribly exposed and achieving an erection during the
rectal examination, Dr. Marc tells him to relax while he goes to check on the results of the
labwork. While he is gone, he wants Mr. Lee to provide a urine specimen. Mr. Lee stands at the
side of the bed, raises his gown, and urinates into the male collection device.

Returning shortly later, Dr. Marc uses the ultrasound probe to take a look at Mr. Lee's abdomen
while Mr. Lee lies on the bed --- and raises his legs so that Dr. Marc can give the probe a good
look at the prostate. Dr. Marc tells Mr. Lee that his physical examination and the lab work
conclude that he has a Urinary Tract Infection (UTI), inflammation of the bladder, and
inflammation of the prostate. This will require catheterization and sigmoidoscopy - procedures
that will be conducted under anesthesia in the Procedure Room. This really gets Mr. Lee's
attention, but not as much as when Dr. Marc produces not one - but two - needles! Dr. Marc is
going to give Mr. Lee "something to make him relax" before going to the Procedure Room. Dr.
Marc has Mr. Lee roll over on his stomach for the injections --- the 1st one in the left buttock and
the 2nd one in the right buttock. These are big needles, and Mr. Lee yelps out when he feels Dr.
Marc stick him!
As the medication is taking effect, Mr. Lee is relaxing on the hospital bed, when Dr. Marc
returns. This time, Dr. Marc has brought with him a red rubber enema bag! Even though Mr.
Lee is "relaxed" from the injections, he has enough awareness to know what an enema is. Dr.
Marc continues and has Mr. Lee turn on his left side so the nozzle can be inserted. Dr. Marc
makes sure that it is inserted deep and he makes several adjustments despite Mr. Lee's
complaining. Mr. Lee really starts moaning and groaning as the water flows in and begins to fill
his insides. Dr. Marc has Mr. Lee turn over on his back and raise his legs as he makes some
adjustments to the nozzle. The enema is still flowing and Dr. Marc massages Mr. Lee's abdomen
to ease the cramping. Mr. Lee begs Dr. Marc to stop the flow, but Dr. Marc insures that Mr. Lee
takes the full 2-quart bag. Removing the nozzle, Dr. Marc tells Mr. Lee to lie there and hold it
for as long as he can. Apparently, Dr. Marc knew that Mr. Lee was "F.O.S." (Full of shit)
because Mr. Lee begins to expel the enema shortly after Dr. Marc puts the bedpan underneath
him.
Next, we see Mr. Lee lying on the table in the Procedure Room. Dr. Marc offers a brief
explanation of what is to occur and then gets Mr. Lee ready for sedation: putting electrodes on
his chest, an oxygen sensor on his finger and now . . . the gas mask. As Mr. Lee is drifting off,
Dr. Marc inserts a rectal temperature probe and it's not long before Mr. Lee is off into twilight
la-la land. Good night, Mr. Lee.
With Mr. Lee somewhere out there in la-la land, Dr. Marc is able to conduct a better abdominal
and genital examination. In preparation for some more "in depth" procedures, Dr. Marc is going
to need to increase the sedation, so he inserts a nasal airway through Mr. Lee's nose (of course,
Mr. Lee doesn't even know what's going on at this point!). After a bit more sedation, Dr. Marc
cleanses Mr. Lee's genital area and between his buttocks with sterilizing "green soap".
Dr. Marc covers Mr. Lee's with sterile covering so that only his genitals are exposed. Then he
applies betadine to his penis in preparation for catheterization. Using a syringe, Dr. Marc inserts
Lubricant (sterile K-Y jelly) into Mr. Lee's urethra, and then inserts the catheter (interesting to
watch Mr. Lee's legs move as his body senses the discomfort of the catheter being inserted --- he
didn't really feel a thing!)
While the catheter is still inserted, Dr. Marc has an associate help to raise and separate Mr. Lee's

legs. Dr. Marc inserts two rectal dilators and a speculum into Mr. Lee's rectum (again, you see
Mr. Lee move his legs and even moan --- this is his body's response to what it was feeling; he
was out like a light! Perhaps he was even having an erotic dream . . .) Dr. Marc then inserts the
sigmoidoscope (a long proctoscope) so he can see deep inside of Mr. Lee's rectum. The
sigmoidoscope has a light on it and a pump so Dr. Marc can pump air into Mr. Lee. Uh-oh!
When Dr. Marc removes the sigmoidoscope, a little bit of water from the enema follows (not too
bad or gross for the uninterested). And then, a "quick rectal" so Dr. Marc can get a good feel up
inside of Mr. Lee while he is sedated. Dr. Marc inserts his finger deep to try and stimulate the
prostate, while at the same time massaging Mr. Lee's penis, in order to get a semen sample --- but
to no avail.
Time to wake up, Mr. Lee! Dr. Marc reduces the amount of anesthesia and lets Mr. Lee slowly
return to home. He covers Mr. Lee with a blanket and then checks his genitals to see if he is
numb. And, the rectal temperature probe is again inserted to monitor Mr. Lee's temperature as he
comes out of la-la land before he is returned to his room to recover. Yes, he knows what day it is
and he even knows the date --- he's coming back just fine! Now, he's breathing on his own as Dr.
Marc removes the nasal airway.
When Mr. Lee has fully recovered from the anesthesia, Dr. Marc returns to his room. He tells
Mr. Lee that the procedures were successful and that he should be feeling much better. One
more rectal temperature and digital rectal examination to confirm that everything is OK. Dr.
Marc takes Mr. Lee's temperature with him lying on his side. Because Mr. Lee has experienced a
number of procedures in his rectum, Dr. Marc inserts a medicinal suppository to soothe the
internal tissues; while inserting the suppository, he also does a final rectal examination. Having
Mr. Lee roll over on his back, he conducts a final genital examination. Everything is now
complete, except --- Dr. Marc was unable to obtain a semen sample because Mr. Lee's prostate is
located too far up inside for the manual stimulation that would cause him to ejaculate. Soooo . . .
Mr. Lee is going to have to provide a semen sample. Naturally, Mr. Lee is a bit perplexed and he
asks Dr. Marc how he is supposed to do this. Dr. Marc suggests that he do it the same way he
does at home --- and now, Mr. Lee understands!
Dr. Marc gives Mr. Lee a specimen container and raises the head of the bed so that Mr. Lee is in
more of a relaxed sitting position to masturbate. When Dr. Marc leaves the room, Mr. Lee
begins the task of providing the masturbation semen sample. He lightly strokes his chest and
belly and then begins stroking his penis. Getting an erection is not a problem, but Mr. Lee feels a
bit of pressure and discomfort from having the catheter inserted, so it takes him a while to have
an orgasm (10 minutes --- great if you like to watch a guy masturbate --- where was Dr. Marc's
prostate massage when he needed it?). But, when he finally does ejaculate, he provides a nice
specimen and collects all of it in the container (he hasn't ejaculated for 3 days in accordance with
the Clinic's instructions). He puts the lid on the container and puts it on the bedside stand, going
to rest for a few moments before getting dressed. And, this is all we see of Mr. Lee.

TECHNICAL NOTES:
1) The running time of the video is 78 minutes. Filming is excellent with good lighting and a
nice mix of distant and close up perspectives. All insertions are shown at a distance prior to
insertions, close up during insertion, and at a distance when an insertion remains in place (as with
a rectal thermometer or the enema nozzle). Sound quality is good throughout most of the video
and key discussions are heard clearly; however, there was some interference in the room caused
by the electrically operated medical equipment which causes a hissing background noise in the
remote microphone system. Overall, this should not present a problem as the content and
presentation of the video far outweigh the sound shortfall. The video was filmed by "Dr. Rick",
PLAY DOCTOR'S associate, with grateful acknowledgment. Cost for the video is $100 (payable
by money order in US Funds) - Obtain an Order Form from the PLAY DOCTOR website
(http://www.playdr.com) and follow the instructions listed on the form.
2) The patient is a straight white male in his late 30's . . . an "average American white guy" of
5'8" and 180 pounds. Do not expect to see some "young stud" or "glory boy". The patient was
intentionally selected to add more realism to the video.
3) There are no male-to-male sexual acts in the video. Every scene that occurs is exactly as is
described above. Again, this was intentional so as to add realism to the video. PLAY DOCTOR
provides this realistic video in response to the countless productions that he has seen where the
producers have absolutely no idea what making a medical fantasy role-play video is all about! In
that vain, he hopes you enjoy this work. Both the "Doctor" and the "patient" enjoy medical
fantasy role-play and they had a good time making the video --- would somebody who wasn't
"into it" have done it at all?
4) The video was filmed in the facility, and using the resources, known as the "Fantasy Hospital".
If you are interested in more information about receiving treatment at the Fantasy Hospital,
address your inquiry to the Head Nurse: fantasyhospital@pvnet.org
5) There are other PLAY DOCTOR videos, although they feature female patients being
examined by PLAY DOCTOR.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER & IMPORTANT NOTES:
"THIS VIDEO WAS MADE BETWEEN CONSENTING ADULTS HAVING TAKEN
PRECAUTIONS TO INSURE THE SAFETY AND SECURITY OF ALL PARTICIPANTS
INVOLVED. THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THE VIDEO IS FOR THE ENTERTAINMENT
OF ADULTS WHO MAY BE INTERESTED IN MEDICAL FANTASY ROLE PLAYING. IT
IS, HOWEVER, NOT OFFERED AS A TRAINING VIDEO FOR MEDICAL FANTASY
ROLE PLAYING OR ANY OTHER PURPOSE WHATSOEVER."
1) This video was created in a fully equipped medical facility under the direct and careful
supervision of trained medical personnel. Do not attempt medical fantasy role play that is

outside of your knowledge and ability. You and/or your partner may be injured and/or death may
occur.
2) The patient in this video, "Mr. Lee", received injections of sterile saline solution. Although he
was sedated during "procedures", the use of inhalants was carefully supervised by trained
medical personnel. Improper use of inhalants will result in serious injury and/or death if not used
properly. Do not attempt to use inhalants for recreational purposes unless you have been fully
trained and understand their effects upon the systems of the body.
3) The use of any drugs in any form, outside of the recommendation from a physician and in
controlled quantity, is strongly discouraged. PLAY DOCTOR and any affiliates, associates,
agents, contractors, or anybody otherwise associated with the production of any PLAY DOCTOR
medical fantasy medium do not condone the use of recreational drugs nor will they be held
responsible for the actions of any persons who allege their use (and the consequences thereof)
were a result of information contained in PLAY DOCTOR medical fantasy medium.
4) Fantasy role playing, for the purpose of sexual fulfillment or otherwise, must be undertaken
only between consenting adults and with appropriate precautions being taken to insure that
scenarios do not threaten the safety or security of any persons whether or not they are involved in
the fantasy role playing scenario. PLAY DOCTOR and any affiliates, associates, agents,
contractors, or anybody otherwise associated with the production of any PLAY DOCTOR
medical fantasy medium do not condone fantasy role playing under any other circumstances nor
will they be held responsible for the actions of any persons who allege their actions (and the
consequences thereof) were a result of information contained in PLAY DOCTOR medical
fantasy medium.

